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God and Continual Creation
God is supposed to have started the universe off so God is called the first cause. If there is a first cause that started all other
causes and started the universe then what? Christians say that this first cause idea does not matter so much as the belief that
God creates now for creation is not a past event but a continuing one. Yet the first cause looks like a first cause as in making
a universe that was started off and wound up and left to run by itself. What does that say? That the first cause was not God
or a creator. A creator would only try to make it look like it did nothing but start the ball rolling if it did not want a
relationship with us. It would mean an impersonal creator. It would not be God to us for it would be unworthy of worship.
By the way, if a universe can do without God continually creating it it does not need him to start it off.
Also, the present cause is as important as the first cause. Its more important than it for we weren't around then to witness it.
The idea is that God causes now and that is the main issue not if there was a first cause or whatever. The first cause if there
was one is nothing special for what about the cause now, this moment?
Fine-tuned
The universe is supposedly fine-tuned so that life on earth can happen. Believers might say that all can be random but the
clever design of the universe and its being fine-tuned for life are not random.
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If God and randomness can agree, then it is possible that there could be a God and still a natural or non-God explanation for
fine-tuning.
In the light of continual creation, the fine-tuning right now is what we should think about first and foremost. Science by
disagreeing is clearly denying continual creation or regarding it as useless. In science, a useless idea is something that you
can never say is complementary to science! If God is useless as an explanation then God has to go if you respect science.

